We belong to the Al Marwan Group of Companies. Integrated Petroleum Company FZC is in the business of supplying Specialized Oilfield equipment and service to the Petroleum industry in the Middle East market since 2004.

After fostering result oriented relationships with some of the world’s renowned manufacturers of oilfield equipments, we started marketing their equipments and service. Further, we entered in to Agency Agreements with them to exclusively market their products and support it with service and spares in the Middle East. This has helped us to provide our elite clientele, equipments manufactured by our principals with state –of -the–art technology. We also started manufacture and assembly of equipments at our facility in UAE and consequently this has helped immensely in offering products with competent prices to our customers.

With sustained efforts, today we have acquired the capability to supply a spectrum of equipments and service spanning Solid Separation Systems, Cementing, Acidizing and Fracturing Systems, Well completion equipments, Down Hole Tools and customized Wireline and Slickline equipments to serve the needs of the oil and gas industry.
We represent the following manufacturing companies in the Middle East:

**Serva SJS Limited**  
Web site: www.sjs.servacorp.com  
Serva SJS Limited manufactures cementing, sand control, acidizing and fracturing, fluid blending and mixing equipments for the oil and gas industry. They produce both truck mounted units as well as skid mounted units. These equipments offer world class computerized automatic control systems. LAN network control systems are available for complete truck/trailer mounted/skid mounted cementing, sand control, acidizing and fracturing equipments. The product range also covers centrifugal pumps and Triplex Pumps.

**Triflo International**  
Web site: www.triflo.com  
Triflo International manufactures truck/trailer/skid mounted mud systems. Triflo International has been providing solids control equipment since 1979, with an extremely dedicated commitment to meeting the fluid processing needs of contractors and operators worldwide. Through design expertise and manufacturing know-how, they have developed a line of high-quality products as well as custom fabrication facilities to fill those needs.

**Map Oil Tools Inc**  
Web site: www.mapoiltools.com  
Map Oil Tools Inc manufactures and markets a wide range of Down Hole Tools that are very much accepted in the industry for their quality and reliability. Their main product range include Bridge plugs, Cement retainers, Production packers, Setting Tools, Retrievable packers, Workovers, Special tools. Flow control tools, Plunger Lifts etc.

**Eclipse Wireline**  
Web Site: www.eclipsewireline.com  
Eclipse Wireline designs and manufactures custom wireline trucks for the oil and gas industry. The staff of Eclipse has years of experience servicing, designing, and manufacturing wireline equipment. Product reliability, customer satisfaction, integrity, honesty, and continual improvement are the cornerstones of Eclipse Wireline's business plan. Eclipse technicians are professional and knowledgeable about electrical controls and hydraulic systems. The Fabrication personnel are quality minded, and their skills are the best in the industry. Eclipse has in their product range customized truck/trailer/skid mounted wireline and slick line units.
PRODUCTS

- SERVA SJS
- MAP OIL TOOLS
- ECLIPSE WIRELINE
- TRIFLO
SJS Serva manufactures the following equipments, that has received good acceptance in the Petroleum Industry:

**SERVACementing**
- Skid Mounted Cementing Equipments
- Truck Mounted Cementing Equipments
- Trailer Mounted Cementing Equipments

**SERVAfrac**
- Auto Mixing Equipments
- Batch Mixing Equipments

**SERVApump**

Instrument vans
Some of the equipments manufactured by Serva SJS
SERVACementing

Truck Mounted Cementing Equipment

Offshore (Zone-II) Double Pump Cementing Skid

PCS-421B Auto Density Control Double Pump
SERVAfrac
Fracturing Equipments

Blender
PGS-1500 Pump Skid
Nitrogen Unit Truck
Sand Skid Control Group
Quintuple Plunger Pump

Triplex Plunger Pump

4x3 Centrifugal Pump

RA45 4x5 Centrifugal Pump
INSTRUMENT VANS

SEV5111TYB Fracturing Instrument Van

SEV5101TYB Fracturing Instrument Van
MAP Oil Tools range of Down Hole Tools:

- Bridge Plugs
- Cement Retainers
- Production Packers
- Retrievable Packers
- Service Packers
- Tubing Anchors
- Special Tools
- Flow Control Tools
MAP OIL PRODUCTS

(1) : Retrievable Bridge Plugs
(2) : Wireline Set Sleeve Valve Cement Retainers
(3) : Cement Retainers
(4) : Wireline Set Bridge Plugs (Retrievable)
(5) : Wireline Set Ball Check Cement Retainers
(1) : Permanent Production Packers
(2) : DGL Production Packers
(3) : JS-1 Retrievable Packers
(4) : Single Grip Retrievable Packer)
(1) : MBS & MBP SHIFTING TOOL
(2) : MFWG & MRZG BYPASS BLANKING PLUG
Eclipse Wireline manufactures customized E-Line and Slickline equipments. These equipments are either truck mounted or skid mounted. Eclipse range of products cover:

1) E-Line Trucks: Cased Hole single Axle, Open Hole Tandem Axle
2) Slickline Trucks: Double Drum Dual Axle, Double Drum Dual Axle w/Drum lift
3) Quick Rig Trucks: Single Drum Medium Duty, Double Drum Quick Rig, Double Drum Full Body with crane, Heavy Duty Single Drum Quick Rig, Heavy Duty Single Drum Quick Rig w/Rotating Drum Base, Heavy Duty Double Drum Quick Rig.
4) Skid Mounted: for E-Line and Slickline
Eclipse products

Double Drum Slickline Truck

Tandem Axle E-Line Truck
Triflo International manufactures truck/trailer/skid mounted mud systems. Triflo International has been providing solids control equipment since 1979, with an extremely dedicated commitment to meeting the fluid processing needs of contractors and operators worldwide. Through design expertise and manufacturing know-how, they have developed a line of high-quality products as well as custom fabrication facilities to fill those needs.
Triflo International Inc

Trailer mounted Mud System
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